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Started in France, BlaBlaCar connects drivers  and passengers 
for long road trips, such as Paris to Barcelona.

Density of drivers and passengers 
between cities for liquidity.

Matching of riders and passengers 
including making pleasant trip.

Price to passengers capped to cover 
driver’s gas and deprecation.

Increases driver and passenger 
welfare.

BlaBlaCar Increases Efficiency by Matching Drivers 
and Passengers and Filling Empty Seats



1. Basic economics of multisided platforms

2. Externalities, transactions costs, and welfare

3. Antitrust of two-sided platforms and U.S. 
Supreme Court decision in American Express

Agenda

Based in part on Evans and Schmalensee, Matchmakers, 2016, Amicus Brief, US Supreme 
Court, January 2018, and related articles.



BASIC PRICE THEORY FOR 
MULTISIDED PLATFORMS



Platform Connects Two Groups to Reduce Transactions Costs 
and Facilitate Exchange

 Platform is intermediary: 
 that connects two types of users (“sides”);
 to help them make good exchanges (or have good 

interactions);
 by reducing transactions costs between them.

 Platform has “indirect network externalities”:
 demand by at least one type of user depends on 

demand for other type because possible gains 
depend on presence of other type;

 users on one side benefit from having access to 
more users on the other side.

.

Platform internalizes these externalities and thereby increases value
through more and better interactions

Diagram of Uber network effects



Interdependent Demand Between Types Leads to
Cross-Side Feedbacks and Relative Prices 

 Demand by members of each side depends on demand by members of the other side:
 this interdependent demand is key feature of economic models.

 Profit-maximization requires determining “pricing structure” in addition to “pricing 
level”:
 “pricing structure” refers to relative prices charged to different sides;
 ”pricing level” refers to total prices realized from users.

 Feedback loops between sides:
 higher demand on one side often results in greater demand on other side;
 higher prices to one side can result is lower prices to other side.



Robust Economic Theory Leads to Novel Pricing Result 
Confirmed by Empirical Evidence

 Profit-maximizing price could be less than marginal cost on one side 
as a matter of theory:
 including zero price (“free”) and negative price (“rewards”) on 

one side;
 loses on ”subsidy” side made up with profits on “money” side; 
 result fundamentally different than traditional economic models 

where p>MC.

 Below-cost pricing common empirically:
 common for platforms to charge less than marginal cost (e.g. 

print magazines);
 free to one side frequent business model (e.g., online media);
 reward to one side sometimes (e.g., credit cards).

Platforms sometimes have more than two sides; results extend to these cases as well.  At 
least one side needs to make money.



EXTERNALITIES, TRANSACTIONS 
COSTS, AND WELFARE



Platforms Emerge to Reduce Frictions 
Between Possible Partners

Drivers have spare capacity, 
passengers would like a ride.

Marketers would like to shows ads to 
people; people would look if they 
were paid enough.

 Single men and single women would 
like romantic partners.

Buyers and sellers need common 
method of payment to complete 
transactions.   

“When Fred was trying to get home to his 
family in the French countryside for Christmas 
2003, he struggled as he had no car and all the 
trains were full. After begging his sister to pick 
him up, it was on the road when Fred noticed 
the sheer number of people driving alone. It 
hit him that all those empty seats in existing 
cars could be the beginning of a new travel 
network.” 



Platforms Reduce Transactions
Costs and Internalize Externalities

By bringing traders together on a 
common platform:

➢ thereby solving collective 
action problem.

By providing methods for search, 
matching, exchange, etc.:

➢ thereby reducing 
transactions costs between 
trading partners and 
increasing trading efficiency.



Externalities Create Welfare Interdependencies 
Among Platform Participants

Positive indirect network externalities:
▪ more of the “right” counterparties increases likelihood of good exchange;
▪ scale + density = liquidity.

Negative externalities:  
▪ congestion can create friction on same or different side;  
▪ higher ad loads reduce viewer value;
▪ people don’t like strange people in their cars.

Behavioral externalities that typically affect communities and interactions:
▪ fraud and deception involving trade; 
▪ gross stuff like porn;
▪ bad stuff like verbal or physical violence. 

Managing externalities among participants central to what platforms do. Very 
different from traditional firms.



Platforms Address Externalities
... Pricing and Terms of Trade

Pricing structures to increase density of 
good trading partners and other 
externalities:

▪ Der Spiegel reader price determines 
density of readers for advertisers, 
advertiser price determines ad load, 
which may affect readership, which 
affects ad prices.

Non-pecuniary payments such as content, 
rewards:

▪ Der Spiegel ~140 pages of content 
attracts “male, educated with high 
income” readers, which is what it markets 
to advertisers.



Platforms Address Externalities
... Platform Design

 Soft features that facilitate 
matching like how content is 
bundled.

Hard features like matching 
algorithms.

Business design like liquidity maker 
institution for exchanges.



Platforms Address Externalities
... Rules, Governance

Behavioral rules for 
interactions.

Detection mechanisms for 
violations.

Penalties for violating 
rules.

“If you attempt to cheat the system (for 
example, by trying to trick the review 
process, steal user data, copy another 
developer's work, or manipulate ratings) 
your apps will be removed from the store 
and you will be expelled from the 
Developer Program.”

Apple App Developer Guidelines



Putting It All Together With … BlaBlaCar

“…Ladies Only… It's a great way for 

women to feel even safer.”

➢ Passengers want access to more drivers, and drivers 
want access to more passengers.

➢ But only if they are paid for having strangers in their 
cars.

➢ Pricing structure caps fees as driver cost which tends 
to eliminate professional drivers but also reduces 
incentives to drive.

➢ Platform reduces negative externalities and facilitates 
matching by among other things asking participants 
how chatty (“bla, bla bla, or bla bla bla”) they like to 
be.

➢ Relative value proposition ultimately sufficient to get 
density of drivers and passengers on enough city pairs.

Now in 22 countries, 60 million driver passenger users, 
18 million travelers per quarter.



ANTITRUST OF TWO-SIDED PLATFORMS 
AND AMERICAN EXPRESS



Some Key Implications of New Economics of Multisided 
Platforms for Antitrust

Platforms serves customers whose demands are interdependent and whose 
welfare is linked.

Prices on one side depend on prices on the other side; value on one side 
depends on value on the other side. 

Possible for restraint to increase price on one side, decrease price even more 
on the other side, and result in no increase in profits; so increase in price on 
one side may not be (meaningful) exercise of market power.

 Sign of joint surplus and the sign of single surplus could be different, so that 
looking at things from one side could result in wrong answer; no obvious 
reason why errors would be in one direction. 

But courts also have to consider objectives of antitrust laws, administrable rules, and 
account for possibility that two-sided analysis could result in too lax enforcement of 

platforms.



Designing Antitrust Rules for Two-Sided Platforms:
Some Key Questions

 Can existing framework for analyzing competition issues provide the 
right answers for two-sided platforms?

 If not, how should that framework be modified? 

 And where: market definition, market power, anticompetitive effects, 
efficiencies, all of the above?

 Traditional framework focuses on “consumer welfare”—but who are 
the consumers in a two-sided platform and how should courts account 
for the welfare of both types in assessing anticompetitive harm?



Credit Card Platforms

Credit-card network enables people with card brand 
to pay at merchants who accept card brand:
 consumer presents card, inserts in POS;
 merchant POS connects to network for 

approval;
 platform pays merchant, bills cardholder.

Classic two-sided platform
 cardholders value being able to use a more 

merchants, merchants value having access to 
more cardholders.

 merchants pay transaction fee; cardholders pay 
annual fee but get rewards when they use card.

American Express contracts directly with merchant 
and cardholder unlike Mastercard and Visa who 
work with other companies to do that. 



U.S. Supreme Court Considers Two-Sided Platforms 
in State of Ohio v. American Express

American Express prohibited merchants that accepted its cards from steering 
cardholders to other credit cards at point-of-purchase. 

❖ US DOJ and several claimed anticompetitive vertical restraint under 
Section 1, rule of reason. (Did not challenge no-surcharge rule.)

❖ District Court agreed based on single-sided merchant services market and 
evidence Amex increased merchant fees.

❖ 2nd Circuit panel reversed based on failure to prove harm in two-sided 
platform market.

❖ States but not DOJ asked Supreme Court to consider. Supreme Court 
agreed and then DOJ asked to participate as an interested party.

❖ Court heard from plaintiffs, defendant, and various “amici” who are 
allowed to submit briefs to courts under US laws.



Competing Proposals Submitted to Supreme for Analyzing 
Three-Step Rule of Reason for Two-Sided Platforms

➢ Assess anticompetitive effects on side subject to restraint but consider 
other side for efficiency offset even though in different market (US DOJ).

➢ Assess anticompetitive effects on side subject to restraint and do not
consider other side efficiencies since in different market (law professors and 
economists who submitted amicus briefs).

➢ Assess anticompetitive effects for in credit-card platform transaction 
market serving cardholders and merchants (Evans-Schmalensee; 
defendant, other briefs by lawyers and economists.)

Competing proposals turned on market definition with plaintiff-side arguing 
that since services to different sides aren’t interchangeable they can’t be in 

the same market, and defendant-side arguing that credit-card platforms must 
simultaneously compete for cardholders and merchants. 



U.S. Supreme Court Embraces Two-Sided Analysis in
5-4 Decision in State of Ohio v. American Express 

.  

✓ Two-sided transaction platform market based on joint supply of cardholder 
and merchant “transaction” services and indirect network effects.

✓ Plaintiffs must show harm in that market—such as reduced transactions, 
increased prices, reduced competition.

✓ Showing increased merchant fees  by Amex on merchant side isn’t sufficient 
to show market harm. 

“Due to indirect network effects, two-sided platforms cannot raise prices on one side without 

risking a feedback loop of declining demand. And the fact that two-sided platforms charge one 

side a price that is below or above cost reflects differences in the two sides’ demand elasticity, not 

market power or anticompetitive pricing. Price increases on one side of the platform likewise do 

not suggest anticompetitive effects without some evidence that they have increased the overall 

cost of the platform’s services. Thus, courts must include both sides of the platform—merchants 

and cardholders—when defining the credit-card market.” (Supreme Court, American Express, p. 

12)



Supreme Court Dissent Dismisses Two-Sided Considerations
.  

✓ Separate market for merchant services and not appropriate to include 
cardholder services since not substitute; these are complements so 
“nonsense” to include in same market.

✓ Harm on one side sufficient to establish anticompetitive effect.

✓ Benefit to cardholders could be considered as offsetting efficiency (but 
notes defendants seldom prevail this way).

“A driver needs both gasoline and tires to drive, but they are not substitutes for each 
other, and so the sale price of tires does not check the ability of a gasoline firm (say a 
gasoline monopolist) to raise the price of gasoline above competitive levels. As a 
treatise on the subject states: “Grouping complementary goods into the same market” 
is “economic nonsense,” and would “undermin[e] the rationale for the policy against 
monopolization or collusion in the first place.”” (Supreme Court, Dissent, p. 11).



A Few Two-Sided Observations
.  

✓ Majority decision leaves open treatment of two-sided platforms that have indirect 
network effects but don’t involve “simultaneous” transactions as in credit cards.

✓ Majority decision does pretty good job of summarizing two-sided economics 
literature but definitions not as precise or complete as economists would prefer.

✓ Dissent seems to reject the economic literature on two-sided platforms suggesting 
there’s nothing really new or different here. Complements usually  sold to same 
customer and often sold by different firms; platforms sell services to different 
customers and must to operate platform.

✓ Majority decision to consider joint surplus of both customer types determined by 
market definition without any discussion.   Would courts have any concern with 
offsetting higher prices to cardholders with lower prices to merchants? 

✓ Some but not much discussion of error costs, administrability of rules, and other 
nuances of analysis in either majority decision or dissent. 



Antitrust of Multisided Platforms 2.0

Antitrust of Multisided Platforms 1.0
Debate over whether we should consider both sides in the analysis.  Concluded with 

high courts in US, EU, and China ruling for considering both sides for cases before 
them.

Antitrust of Multisided Platforms 2.0 
Now debate how to identify and measure anticompetitive effects for multisided 

platforms, account for interdependencies, joint surplus, and other complex issues.

Key Challenge
Key challenge going forward is developing administrable rules and practical 

approaches than can balance costs arising from false negatives and false positives 
while accounting for business realities, for diverse platforms.

Lots of work for economists. Lawyers, officials, and judges too.  





EXTRA SLIDES



Lots of These Kinds of “Matchmakers” That Connect Different 
Types of Users

7/10 largest publicly traded companies in the world 
operate substantial multisided platforms, as of 9/18.



Very Old Business Model, But New Economic 
Learning That Began Around 2000 Provides Insights

Key foundational papers

 Rochet and Tirole (Journal of European 
Economic Association, 2003; Rand 
Journal 2006);

 Armstrong (Rand Journal, 2006);
 Weyl (American Economic Review, 

2010).

Hundreds of articles, dozens of books. For 
surveys:

 Rysman, Journal of Economic 
Perspectives, 2009;

 Evans-Schmalensee, Matchmakers: New 
Economics of Multisided Platforms, 
2016.



 Human rights: platform offers 
girls-only rides (yes, it does).

 Privacy: drivers and passengers 
required to provide detailed 
personal data (yes, they must).

 Antitrust: drivers prohibited 
from working for other inter-
city ride services (not that I 
know of).

Public Policy Issues Could Arise for Platforms Like This 

How should economists analyze welfare for multisided platforms
to help advise policymakers and what does that mean

for designing antitrust rules?

“…Ladies Only… It's a great way for women to feel even safer.”



Four Normative Principles for 
Analyzing Public Policy Interventions

Consider joint surplus of customer types unless there is reason to weight 
welfare differently; consistent with maximizing economic efficiency (joint 
surplus of exchange).

Recognize that policy interventions would typically impact welfare of 
different types and overall welfare through externality-driven 
interdependencies.

Recognize that platforms have strong incentives to self-regulate to deal 
with market failures arising from externalities even if they don’t achieve 
perfection.

Be explicit about balancing other social goals against platform welfare 
since that is only way to be clear about tradeoffs.



Profit-Maximization Accounts for
Interdependent Demand between Types

 Standard models makes demand for each type depend on depend for other types:
 vary in how they do that (Rochet-Tirole (2003, 2006), Armstrong (2006), Weyl 

(2010).)

 this interdependent demand is key feature of two-sided platforms with significant 
implications for economics and business; lots of other nuances;

 Profit-maximization requires determining “pricing structure” in addition to “pricing 
level”:
 “pricing structure” refers to relative prices charged to different sides;
 ”pricing level” refers to total prices realized from users;
 More general models have access prices and transaction prices for each side.

This interdependent demand is key feature of two-sided platforms with significant 
implications for economics, business, and antitrust.
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Privacy Regulation, Positive Feedbacks, and Welfare

Consider intervention that limits the collection of data on drivers
in the case of a ride-sharing platform.

Less driver information  reduced quality of drivers, increased 
safety risk.

Lower quality drivers  reduced passenger welfare/demand.

Reduced passenger demand  lower driver demand for joining 
platform, fewer rides, more unused capacity.

Lower welfare for passengers and drivers from platform matching
vs. 

Private and social benefits from “privacy protection” of drivers.


